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Abstract
The Chain-of-states(CoS) methods like nudge elastic band(NEB) method can be
used to determine the minimum energy path (MEP) and transition state (TS) between
two end local minima. However, the CoS methods are inefficient for difficult cases
where the two ends are far apart with chemically insignificant part(s) in the MEP.
We present here a method based on spherical optimization (SOPT), in which the
SOPT method generates model end structures for CoS methods under the constraint of
constant root-mean-square distance (RMSD) between two ends that is chosen to cover
only the chemically significant part. We demonstrate the robustness and efficiency
of our method with two examples, the CHOH dissociation channel and the first step
of Aldol reaction. In both cases, the SOPT-based NEB calculations always reach
the convergence to the correct MEPs with much less computational cost, whereas the
regular NEB calculations fail under certain setups.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Finding the minimum energy path (MEP) between two local minima (the initial and final
states) and thus locating the transition state (TS) is a key topic in theoretical and computa-
tional chemistry. MEP is the highest statistically weighted path connecting the two states,
and the maximum along the path is identified as the TS, which is a first-order saddle point
on the potential energy surface (PES). Once the MEP and TS are determined, the transition
rate between the two states can be then estimated using the transition state theory.
Various methods have been proposed to determine the MEP, and they can be generally
classified into two categories: the single-ended methods and the double-ended methods,
with the latter also known as the chain-of-states (CoS) methods. In applying the CoS
methods such as the nudged elastic band (NEB) method,1–6 two end states are required
beforehand, and an initial guess of states composing the chain is generated (typically by linear
interpolation between the two end states, or the image dependent pair potential (IDPP)
method7). Optimization routine is then executed until one image of the chain reaches the
TS point. Therefore, the robustness and efficiency of the optimization algorithm and the
quality of initial guess for the chain both dictate the speed of transition state search. NEB
(including its variations like CI-NEB8), as one of the best CoS methods, is frequently used
to find MEP because of its robustness and efficiency.
Concerning the initial guess of the chain, the external degrees of freedom like translation
and rotation may slow down or even prevent the convergence to MEP. A method based
on quaternion algebra solved the problem by minimizing the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) of atomic positions between two images9 . However, there are cases where one of
the ends cannot be optimized, or the optimized geometry differs drastically from the other
one. For example, the formaldehyde dissociation reaction (CHOH → CO + H2) has one
end composed of two molecules barely bound by very weak interaction, which leads to a flat
PES that poses a great difficulty for the geometry optimization to reach convergence. Even
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if it converges with loose criteria, the resulted structure is likely far too different from the
other end. This means that more images and iterations are needed for MEP convergence,
although the part of MEP near this one end is essentially diffusion and is of little interest.
Generally, for any MEP, the part near one or both ends is dominated by diffusion and thus
is not interesting, but the images are still needed for converging the chain, and these extra
images slow down the convergence significantly.
One solution is to use an artificial model structure as the end instead of a local minimum.
This implies the necessity of geometry optimization for an end structure with constraints,
and thus inspires us to compose a properly formulated constraint for optimizing the model
end structure without increasing the distance between two ends. In the present article, we use
the spherical optimization(SOPT) method10 to achieve constrained optimization of model
end structure(s) with fixing the RMSD between two ends. This method enables faster MEP
convergence with less images needed. Although NEB is used as the MEP searching algorithm
here for simplicity, this method is applicable to any CoS methods for pre-optimizing model
end structures.
2 METHODS
2.1 NEB Method and Minimize RMSD with Quaternion Algebra
NEB method is one of the most popular MEP searching methods. In practically applying
the NEB method, a discrete representation of the MEP is generated initially, the elements
of which are referred as “images”, [R0, R1, ..., RN ]. The NEB force on image i is modified as
3
Fi = F
‖
i + F
⊥
i
F⊥i = −(∇E(Ri)−∇E(Ri) · τˆ τˆ)
F
‖
i = k(|Ri+1 −Ri| − |Ri −Ri−1|)τˆ
(1)
where k is the coefficient of stiffness and is usually 0.1 eV/A˚, and τˆ is the local unit tangent.A
simple estimation can be
τˆ =
Ri+1 −Ri−1
|Ri+1 −Ri−1| (2)
Note that the external degrees of freedom including translation and rotation introduce inef-
ficiency into the MEP searching, because part of the forces acting on the images contributes
to translating and rotating the images that are chemically insignificant. This problem is
solved by minimizing the RMSD between images with quaternion algebra9 . The square of
RMSD, called residual, is defined as
E = 1
N
N∑
k=1
|Rx′k + g − y′k|2 (3)
where N is the number of atoms of the system, x′k, y
′
k are the coordinates of atom k in two
images, g and R are translation vector and rotation matrix, respectively. g is simply defined
as the difference between centers of mass of two images, and R is calculated with quaternion
algebra9 and the details of the algorithm are skipped here.
Additionally, as elaborated in the previous section, it is much more efficient to introduce
model end structures for NEB that allow a short path with inclusion of only key images and
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thus enable efficient convergence. Thus, an optimization technique is required for relaxing
the internal forces without increasing the distance between two ends.
2.2 Spherical Optimization
Consider first that one of the ends employs the model structure (noted as x, and the other
end as y; the system is with N atoms), with the constraint of keeping the RMSD between two
ends fixed, it is converted to a constrained optimization problem, which leads to esentially
the SOPT method by Y. Abashkin and N. Russo,10
min
~x
E = E(x1, x2, ..., xn)
subject to (x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + ...+ (xn − yn)2 = R2
(4)
where R is the initial RMSD, and n = 3N is the total degrees of freedom. To solve this
optimization problem, the constraint function is rewritten by choosing an index q so that
xq = f(x1, x2, ..., xn−1, R) = yq ±
√√√√R2 − n∑
i 6=q
(xi − yi)2 (5)
For numerical stability, q is chosen so that |xq − yq| is maximized, and the sign in Eq. 5 is
carefully chosen so that it matches the reality. For simplicity, we swap q with n, and the
energy function is rewritten by including the constraint,
E ′ = E(x1, x2, ..., xn−1, f(x1, x2, ..., xn−1, R)) (6)
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The derivative of xn with respect to xi is
∂xn
∂xi
=
∂f
∂xi
= − xi − yi
xn − yn (7)
and the force is rewritten as
F ′i =−
∂E ′
∂xi
= −(∂E
∂xi
+
∂E
∂xn
∂xn
∂xi
)
=Fi − Fn xi − yi
xn − yn
(8)
where F is the force obtained from electronic structure calculation, and F ′ is a n− 1 vector.
Thus, we convert this particular constrained optimization to a normal optimization problem
with n− 1 variables. Regular optimization techniques can be used for solving the problem,
such as steepest descent, conjugate gradient, BFGS, and L-BFGS. After the optimization, the
internal force is relaxed while keeping the RMSD between two ends constant, thus speeding
up further NEB calculations, as we will see in the examples.
2.3 Flowchart of Spherical Optimization
We provide the flowchart for the algorithm of spherical optimization below,
1. One end is assigned as the initial state that will be optimized, and the other is assigned
as the partner.
2. Use the quaternion method mentioned above to minimize the RMSD between two ends.
3. Calculate the force acting on each atom in the initial state.
4. Recalculate the modified force with Eq. 8.
5. Perform optimization with a chosen technique.
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6. Repeat 3-5 until the forces meet the criteria.
If both ends need to be optimized, then swap the initial and final states, and repeat the
procedure again. In principle, both ends should be optimized repeatedly, but it is found that
the result is good enough for NEB calculation with optimizing each end only once.
3 RESULTS
In the following, NEB with SOPT (NEB-SOPT) is applied to two examples, the CHOH
dissociation channel and the first step of Aldol reaction. Regular NEB (NEB-R) calculations
are performed as well for comparison. Both NEB-SOPT and NEB-R are performed with the
climbing image option, and the linear interpolation over Cartesian coordinates is used for
initial NEB chain generation. Gaussian 0911 is used as the calculator of electronic structures
and forces, as well as for geometry optimizations without constraint. The B3LYP functional
and 6-31G(d) basis sets with default parameters in Gaussian 09 are used in all the cases if
not specified. The BFGS function provided in ASE12,13 is used as geometry optimizer in
SOPT and NEB calculations with step size of 0.2A˚ and the maximum number of steps of
120. The convergence max forces are all set to be 0.2eV/A˚, while it is worth mentioning
that the max force could be set to 0.5eV/A˚ in SOPT to reduce the iteration number and
the result is still sufficiently good.
3.1 CHOH dissociation channel
CHOH MEP searching has been taken as one of the benchmarks for MEP and TS searching
methods. In this study, the dissociation channel of CHOH (CHOH-dc) is selected as our test
case, in which the CHOH molecule is dissociated into CO and H2. In applying the NEB-R
method, a structure composed of CO and H2 should be prepared and optimized to local
minimum. However, since there is only weak interaction between CO and H2, the structure
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cannot be optimized with routine convergence criteria. So we start from an artificially
modeled structure and optimize it with BFGS provided in ASE, and the max force is set as
0.2 eV/A˚, which is higher than ordinary. The structures by regular optimization and SOPT
are shown in Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c), respectivly. The energy difference between two structures
is only 0.04 eV, implying the weak interaction between two molecules. But the geometry
structures are quite difference. Fig.1(c) shows a much shorter distance between CO and H2
than that in Fig.1(b), and the structure in Fig.1(c) shows a special relative position between
the two molecules that does not exist in Fig.1(b). This implies that the structure in Fig.1(c)
is optimized to a neighbor of TS, suggesting the suitability of SOPT for accerlating NEB
calculations.
Figure 1: (a) The CHOH molecule, (b) CO+H2 by regular optimization, (c)CO+H2 by
SOPT, and (d) TS given by NEB3-R, which is wrong.
NEB calculations are performed with 5 and 3 images, and noted as NEB5 and NEB3,
respectively. The numbers of iterations needed are shown in Table 1. In NEB5, both NEB-
SOPT and NEB-R calculations are converged, but the MEPs given by two methods are
different in some aspects, as shown in Fig.2. The difference in activation energy is caused by
the convergence criteria and is acceptable. However, in NEB-R calculation shown in Fig.2(a),
image 1 and 2 are very close, and image 4 is a shallow local minimum on MEP curve, whereas
in Fig.2(b), there is no local minimum on the curve between two ends, with the images on
the curve distributed evenly, and the curve by NEB-SOPT is much smoother than that by
NEB-R. The length of entire reaction path is controlled to no more than 1.75A˚ in NEB-
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SOPT, whereas it goes to almost 2.0A˚ in NEB-R. The SOPT introduces pre-optimization
of the ends, while such additional computational cost is negligible. However, the iteration
numbers needed for NEB-R and NEB-SOPT are 28 and 10, respectively, which means that
NEB-SOPT is computationally cheaper by more than 60% in terms of iterations and force
calculations.
Because of the simplicity of the reaction, we also tried 3 images for NEB-R and NEB-SOPT,
and the comparison is more revealing. For NEB-SOPT, only 13 iterations are needed for a
correct convergence as shown in Fig.2(c), whereas NEB-R uses 36 iterations, but converges
to a wrong MEP and the TS is shown in Fig.1(d). Since NEB3 saves 2/3 of force evaluations
than NEB5, NEB-SOPT can practically save 85% of force calculations in this case, and the
result is still correct. This shows the robustness and efficiency of the method.
Figure 2: The MEPs of CHOH-dc by (a) NEB5-R, (b) NEB5-SOPT, and (c) NEB3-SOPT.
Table 1: Number of iterations used by NEB-R and NEB-SOPT
Application NEB-R NEB-SOPT
CHOH-dc(NEB5) 28 11
CHOH-dc(NEB3) 36(wrong TS) 13
Aldol-1(NEB11) 111 33
Aldol-1(NEB5) fail 30
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To better understand the SOPT, we illustrate each image of CHOH-dc MEPs by NEB5-
R and NEB5-SOPT in Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b), respectively. It shows that the image 4 in
NEB5-R is almost identical to the image 5 in NEB-SOPT. This means that only 4 of 5
images are relevant in NEB5-R and the last image is only from the diffusion process that is
uninsteresting. In other words, our method removes insignificant images by SOPT.
Figure 3: The images in MEPs by (a) NEB5-R and (b) NEB5-SOPT.
3.2 The First Step of Aldol Reaction
The first step of Aldol reaction(Aldol-1) is chosen as a test case, in which formalde-
hyde(CHOH) and ethenol (CH2CHOH) couple to form 3-hydroxypropionaldehyde(C3H6O2).
This case has been tested by Keiji Morokuma et al. with the GRRM program.14 In this case,
PBE/6-31G(d) is used for SOPT to testify the robustness and generality of the method,
because it’s much cheaper than B3LYP, but the calculated force is relatively correct. This
may introduce some error into the energies of end points because of the optimized geometry
difference between two functionals, but the result is still fine. We first test NEB-R and
NEB-SOPT with 5 images. 30 iterations are needed for NEB5-SOPT to converge to
the MEP shown in Fig.4(a), but NEB5-R cannot converge after 120 iterations, and the
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intermediate image structures are broken and unphysical, even with a quite small step size
of 0.05 A˚. We further test NEB-R with 7 and 9 images, and NEB-R still cannot converge.
With 11 images, NEB-R finally converges with 111 iterations, whereas NEB-SOPT uses
only 33 iterations, as listed in Table 1, and the MEPs are shown in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c).
In Fig.4(a), the MEP of NEB5-SOPT is quite smooth, while the image 4 with energy a
little lower than the image 5 is the result of larger R in SOPT and PBE functional used in
SOPT instead of B3LYP. The calculated TS structure agrees with that by GRRM, and the
activation energy in this case is 1.64 eV, which agrees well with that of 1.51 eV by GRRM,
and the difference is attributed to the fact that GRRM used 6-31G as basis sets instead
of 6-31G(d) in this case. As for the failure of NEB-R with 5/7/9 images, it is most likely
originated from the rotation of CHOH molecule, because at least 5 out of 11 images are
needed for molecular rotation in the MEP, as the images 7-11 shown in Fig.6. This case
clearly shows the efficiency of SOPT, which removes the rotational part of MEP, and thus
enables NEB with much fewer images.
Figure 4: The MEPs of Aldol-1 by (a)NEB11-R, (b) NEB11-SOPT, and (c) NEB5-SOPT.
Figure 5: The images in the Aldol-1 NEB5-SOPT MEP.
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Figure 6: The images in the Aldol-1 NEB11-R MEP.
4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We present the SOPT method as a robust and efficient method for pre-optimizing model
end structures used in the CoS methods like NEB, instead of using the local minima. The
SOPT method can generate more relevant model end structures under the constraint of a
given constant RMSD distance between two ends to remove the unnecessary part(s)in the
MEP and thus accerlate CoS calculations. We demonstrate with two examples that NEB-
SOPT can reach convergence to the correct MEP and TS with 60% - 80% less computational
cost than NER-R, and NEB-SOPT allows a small number of images, whereas NEB-R may
need excessively large numbers of both images and iterations to achieve the convergence for
difficult cases. The SOPT does not introduce extra computational cost in place of regular
geometry optimization, and enables lower level methods like PBE or even LDA to deliver
satisfactory results. A natural next step is to extend the application of our method to
heterogeneous reactions.
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